Old Man Winter Says Summer is Cancelled,
You Motherfuckers.
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PRICE: An Ivory Tusk from an African Elephant

Traditional Dorms to Get Even More
Traditional

Buried
WUnderground
“Sorority Column” Being
Planned to Compliment
“Fraternity Row”
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Student Who Ate Too Many
Gushers Can’t Find a Hat
that Looks Good on Him

A prototype of the layout for one of the new traditional singles.

I

n a move that has shocked
and
excited
students,
Residential Life recently
announced that this summer,
the South Forty’s traditional
dorms will be renovated to evoke
an even more traditional ambiance. The traditional dorms are
currently known for offering a
more rustic living atmosphere
than the modern dorms, and
the regressive policy changes
are presumed to help take the
traditional feel to the next level.
The changes range from eliminating electricity and potable
water from the dorms, as well as
banning women, minorities, and
non-landed gentry from voting
for College Council representatives.
“I think the plans are kind
of retro-cool, you know,” said
Sandra Olinsky, Residential
College Director. “The common
rooms will feature oil lamps,
which are energy efficient
enough for us to take the Green
Cup this year! And the shared
bathrooms will be remodeled as

common outdoor latrines. Once a
week, we will even offer sponge
baths! It’s going to be great for
the community to foster these
young minds in a more creative
environment where they won’t
be distracted by so many modern
luxuries, you know, like basic
sanitation and the technological
necessities of today’s world.”
However, a few students
are reacting negatively to
certain potential side-effects of
the plans, such as the random
outbreaks of smallpox and polio
to which the dorm residents will
likely fall victim. Some campus
officials have expressed concern
regarding the risks of syphilis
due to “floor-cest.” Additionally, the constant threat of the
Austro-Hungarian
Empire’s
encroachment is expected to
present an unnecessary source
of political and existential stress
for freshmen trying to adjust to
college life.
“I don’t think I need to be
infected with smallpox to know
what ‘traditional life’ is like,”

said nervous pre-frosh Johnny
Bobbin as he furiously churned
butter in preparation for the
pledging process for the Freemason fraternity. “Half the
reason I chose Wash U was for
their relatively lenient alcohol
policies, but I don’t know if I
have the glassware to adhere
to the traditional dorms’ openchalice policy. Plus I don’t think
I like how mead tastes. I like
Mike’s Hard Lemonade.”
Although construction on
the thatched roofs is already
underway, it remains unclear
how soon the dorms will be
ready for students to move-in.
Try-outs for intramural jousting
will be held once the university
can acquire enough pure-bred
horses and lances. As of press
time, students currently inhabiting traditional dorms were
super-gluing themselves to
their tempur pedic mattresses
in protest against maintenance
switching them out for hay
mats covered in bed bugs and
locusts.
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Report: “Student Body” Actually Refers
to One Student’s Body
A recent ethnographic
study at Washington University has revealed that the
colloquial expression “student
body” does not refer to the
university’s student population as a whole, but rather
the torso, limbs, innards, etc.
of sophomore student Grant
Logan. It is unclear exactly why
Logan, a Chemistry major from
Anaheim, California, holds this
title.

“I was shocked at first when
I found out,” says WashU’s
one and only student body. “I
didn’t realize everyone had been
talking about my body the whole
time. I should have worked out
more this year!”
Before the report, the term
“student body” was commonly
thought to refer to all of the
students, but the study reveals
that this is in fact entirely incorrect, and also highly culturally

insensitive.
Much
of
Washington
University’s discourse related
to the student body cites its
geographic, ethnic, and religious diversity. Considering
the report’s findings, Logan’s
friends have expressed concern
that Logan must be a truly
lost, confused, and generally
discombobulated individual.
“I mean, shit, I never knew
Continued on page 3
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Freshman Relieved to Have Survived Entire
Year with Random Roommate, Satan Jr., The
Prince of Darkness

Although he admits it was not
always easy, freshman Mike Daniels
is relieved to finally be moving out of
the freshman dorm room he shared
with his random roommate, the
spawn of Satan, otherwise known
as Satan Junior. Daniels and Satan
cohabitated a double on Dardick
2, where they shared a mini-fridge
and a microwave, appliances which
Satan had not been exposed to
during his youth in the fiery underworld.
“Well, I don’t think we’re going

to live together next year,” Daniels
said as he reflected on his experience rooming with Satan, “but
considering his reputation as the
epitome of evil, temptation, and the
ultimate symbol of deception, he
wasn’t such a bad guy. We had our
ups and downs.”
Daniels noted graciously that
Satan never sexiled him once, or
even left his dirty clothes laying
around like some other roommates his friends complained about.
However, Daniels admits that Satan

has certain qualities which explain
why he is likely struggling to find
a roommate for Sophomore year,
including his tendency to damn
people straight to hell under his
breath or doom them to an eternity of
suffering and pain.
“One time, we were playing poker
with our floormates. I knew Satan
had at least a three of a kind when
he raised the betting stakes from ten
meal points to everyone’s wicked soul.
It was mostly shit like that which I
got pretty sick of hearing by second
semester,” explained Daniels.
When asked how in the world
Satan, Prince of Darkness, was ever
admitted to Washington University in
St. Louis in the first place, the admissions office explained his SAT scores
were remarkable, and his common
app essay was well-written, vulnerable, and so down-to-earth that it
was almost as though it was below
the earth. Additionally, the admissions office felt that not enough Wash
U students possessed the courage
to play devil’s advocate in the classroom, so admitting Satan would add
a diversity of perspectives. At the end
of the day though, they just did not
want Harvard to snatch him up.

Pre-Frosh Decides On Losing Her Virginity At
WashU
Following a campus tour that
took place last week, prospective
student Stephanie Johnson decided
that Washington University in St.
Louis is officially where she wants to
lose her virginity.
Along the tour, she took a look
inside Lien 106, and was impressed
by its ambiance. “It wasn’t the
steaming rice cooker in the corner,
the muddied cleats near the door, or
even the running toilet,” Johnson
explained with a grin across her face.
“Maybe it’s the tempurpedic beds, or
something unexplainable, but I can
really see myself having sex for the
first time right here.”
Taking a break from his heated
Legends of Zelda Nintendo 64 game,
Lien 106 resident Joshua Andersen
answered questions about campus
life and specifically remembers
Johnson as being very interested
in learning more, which is “a good
sign,” according to Andersen.
“Usually these kids just stand
here and make judgments about my
dirty room. That girl, uh, Stephanie
I think? Yeah, well she kept asking
questions and looked really excited
to finally be on campus,” recalled
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Andersen. “This seems like the
“Here, especially for first year
perfect place for her to have the
students, we try to create the right
most awkward sex of her life, and in
environment for them to collabofact, I’d be happy to have it with her.” rate, engage in meaningful actions to
Admissions officer Christine
better our community, and exchange
Carpenter was happy to hear about
bodily fluids,” Carpenter accounted.
Johnson’s decision and hopes that “We want them to put a condom on
other students nationwide choose to
though, our nursery school is pretty
lose their virginity at Washington
shitty.”
University as well.

We are always recruiting new
members. If you would like to
write, edit, doodle, spellczech,
or take our finals for us, email
us at:
wunderground@su.wustl.edu,
and join our facebook group.
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Then and Now

Well, WashU, it’s just about summertime -- this year has had its ups, its downs, its strikeouts, its sit-ins, and everything in between. Before we let all the
precious memories slip away, let’s take a look back at the beginning of the school year and reflect on where we were then compared to where we are now.
Pre-Freshman Year, Post Freshman Year

Pre Drug-Use, Post Drug-Use

Remember that 100-piece condom variety pack you bought the first
week of school? Well, it looks like it remains entirely untouched. In all
fairness, you probably realized that 100 sex sessions in one year was ambitious and overly-optimistic, but who could pass up that bulk discount
deal, am I right? You were raised in a Sam’s Club family, after all. It is
unfortunate, though, that you were not able to put a single one of those
to use. I guess some things don’t actually change that much with time!
Better luck next year, champ. Don’t forget to check the expiration date.

Those before and after pictures of drug users with yellow teeth,
balding spots, and facial contusions may be pure propaganda after all.
Look how much better off you are today than last September when you
were a nerdy and friendless sober loser! Ever since your first bong rip,
you have been climbing the social ladder faster than a feral cat climbs a
tree in the wild. Good for you, man. Today, you are a regular, good-fornothing, stoner -- but you are totally cool and popular. With all your new
friends, and the surfeit of high-deas you have conjured, your life has new
a direction.
Pre Slaughter, Post Slaughter

Pre Gen-Chem, Post Gen-Chem

So you had to take Gen Chem this year. Even after all the terrible,
awful, horror-inducing things you heard about WashU’s most infamous
course, it somehow was immeasurably worse than you expected. After
countless hours pulling out your hair over problem sets, haunting nightmares of unbalanced equations and attacks by deadly polymers, the class
is FINALLY over. Congratulations. You may have made it out alive -- but,
hey, if you didn’t, nobody on our staff is pre-med, and we are not here to
judge.

There was a time not so very long ago that this greasy, mouthwatering
bacon strip had a personality and a name. Its name was Miss Eleanor
Pigby, and it enjoyed a quaint, albeit high-maintenance, lifestyle somewhere in the Dakotas. This all, of course, was before Miss Pigby was
slaughtered, butchered into an assortment of cuts, and cured into the nice
rasher of bacon we have today! Hey, maybe this will be on your egg sandwich one day soon. Or maybe that will be from Hamela Anderson or
some other poor porker.

Report Continued
he was so messed up inside,”
explained Logan’s roommate,
Sam Minkleton. “I’ve read a lot
about the student body -- about its
composition, and how it’s polarized over almost every issue, and
how it elects a new government
every single year… and I just never
knew they were talking about my
buddy, Grant! He’s always seemed
so stable. Why does he need a
new Student Body President every
year? Why can’t he make decisions

for his own body? And why did he
elect that doofus Political Science
major from our freshman floor?”
Since the release of the report’s
findings, Logan has been reluctantly taking the Connie’s Choice
suggestions, avoiding too much
alcohol intake, and spending an
extra night a week at the Athletic
Complex in an effort to make the
Washington University student
body as strong and healthy as it’s
ever been.

Point

Counter-Point

Point

Counterpoint

by a Sword

by a Chain-mail Shirt

Okay, I’m just going to stick
my neck out there and say
that the point is undoubtedly the best. I’m really
sharp, and I have a good
grasp and handle on this
type of thing, so I gotta say,
it all comes to a point. Plus,

the point can come at you
from any angle, and though
you may try to deflect it, at
some point, it will eventually stick.

I get it, Point. Your point
points out that the point is
valuable and on-point, but
I’m afraid I must stop you
and counter. The counterpoint is clearly superior as
it effectively deflects everything your point is trying

to accomplish. Your point
barely scratches the surface
of this complex discussion,
unlike the counterpoint,
which combines multiple
links to effectively counter
your point.
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Fraternity Burns Down After Refusing
to Let Firefighters in during a “Closed
Event”
An unfortunately timed fire broke out last
Thursday night during a “closed event” at a
campus fraternity house. The firefighters, having
not been originally placed on the event’s guest
list, were absolutely prohibited from entering.
The firefighters received 9-1-1 calls from students
living in the area who noticed smoke coming from
frat row. However, when the firefighters finally
arrived at the scene to help put out the flames,
they were denied entry.
“They told us they appreciated the fact that
we wanted to come inside and help, but apparently they were in the middle of a closed event
and we would just have to wait,” explained firefighter Tony Rato. “Honestly, I think we were all
pretty surprised by their reaction. Our callers are
usually happy to have us save their homes from
burning to ashes. Anyway, we regrouped outside,
and realized if they didn’t want us at their stupid
closed event, then there were better things we
could do with our time. We basically decided
fuck these douches, we’re going to Harry’s.”

An interview with fraternity member Jake
Hornstein shed further light on the issue. Hornstein revealed that although it was in fact a closed
event, the frat is usually open to letting in a group
of cute girls -- a demographic which the firefighters reportedly did not represent.
“At the end of the day, their ratio was horrible,”
Hornstein admitted. “That’s all it came down
to. We were trying to throw a party, and seven
burly, bearded men with fire suits and hoses come
knocking on our front door. Completely unsexy.
Literally… they were all dudes! For a second, we
thought we saw one chick in back, but then we
realized that was just another fire dude with long
hair. So yeah, that’s not a recipe for a chill party if
you ask me.”
Due to the devastating fire, the fraternity
house has entirely burnt down, but the party was
apparently super sick. The firefighters, on the
other hand, reported finding the drinks at Harry’s
overpriced and watered down.

Citing Conflicting Finals, Student Asks
for Extension on Birthday Shot at
Blueberry Hill
With three finals coinciding on the day after
her 21st birthday, and considering her history
of debilitating hangovers, Junior Sophia Marek
asked the bartender at Blueberry Hill to give her
a one-time-only extension on her birthday shot.
“I’m under a lot of stress,” Marek explained.
“I have one final today, AND THREE FINALS
tomorrow, and a paper due Wednesday. I haven’t
done my laundry in weeks! I haven’t showered!
And now it’s my birthday. Like, I can’t even
handle that. So I thought I’d politely check with
the Blue Hill bartender to see if I could get a
teensy extension for my birthday shot, you know,
for like Friday or something.”
“Give who an extension?” distracted
bartender Sam Plymouth asked while trying to
satisfy various drink and meal orders at the same
time as dealing with being short-staffed. “Oh, I
remember that girl, yeah… maybe she hasn’t
heard, but this is a landmark restaurant. We were
voted #1 Hamburger and #1 Decor in St. Louis.
Chuck Berry plays here regularly. Chuck Berry.
Ya heard of him? Of course you have. He is a

living legend. So she wants a shot next Friday?
Sure, that’ll cost her $3.50.”
The strategy of asking for extensions has
reportedly worked numerous times for Marek in
the past. She explained that the combination of
her adorable smile and mastery of the brief, wellcrafted, e-mail pleas to professors has made her
severe procrastination habits hardly a problem at
all. Marek said that she has almost never turned
in an assignment on-time during her years at
Wash U, explaining that there’s really no reason
to since all of the professors are such pushovers.
“Ughhh, I really don’t understand why he
wouldn’t just give me an extension. I mean, I am so
incredibly busy and it’s not my fault my birthday
just happened to fall on my busiest week of the
year. My god this is so unfair,” Marek complained
as she rolled her eyes.
As of press-time, Marek had plans to spend
her 21st birthday studying in the library, but she’s
optimistic that her roommates will throw her a
party this weekend.

Top 10...
Things We Don’t
Want to Find in
Our Couch

10.

The Last Twelve Student IDs
We Lost and Paid to Replace.

9.

Severus Snape’s Hair Gel.

8.

Fried Human Fingers.

7.

A Fleet of Demons.

6.

Vladimir Putin’s Diary.

5.

Flight 370.

4.

A Nickleback Album.

3.

A Black Hole.

2.

Blood of a Virgin.

1.

Last Year’s Matzo Balls.

What Do You Think?
Chancellor Wrighton to Reveal He is a Hologram at Graduation: What Do You Think?

Charles Boddington

Esteemed Professor of Psychology

“Is that why he’s
always wearing the
same suit?”

Philip Adams

Studen Athlete, Seoul Taco
Enthusiast

“You’d think they could
have at least had the
decency to make him a
little taller.”

George Washington

Deceased President with a Persistent
Opinon

“What an attention whore,
stealing the graduation
limelight like that.”

Haley Lennington
Graduating Senior

“I never knew something so ephemeral
could be so stiff!”

Holden Thorp

Washington University Provost and
Confidant of Wrighton

“He sure fooled us!”

